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Magnetic double elastic bracelet 

Magnetic double elastic bracelet: Wholesale $2.49 each, Retail $3.99 each. 

  

Black Square 10mm magnetic spacer insert 

round 5mm yellow cat eye beads 

Black Square 10mm magnetic spacer 

insert round 5mm brown cat eye beads 

 
 

Black Square 10mm magnetic spacer 

insert round 5mm red cat eye beads 

Black Square 10mm magnetic spacer 

insert round 5mm blue cat eye beads 

  
Black butterfly 18mm magnetic spacer 

insert round 5mm magnetic beads 

Black butterfly 18mm magnetic spacer 

insert round 5mm green cat eye beads 
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Magnetic bracelet with strong magnetic clasp 

(magnetic beads,600 Guass, magnetic clasps 3000 guass) 

Magnetic bracelets 1 line with strong magnetic clasps, Wholesale CAD4.70 each, Retail $9.90 each. 

  

Round magnetic beads insert Rice magnetic 

beads with Black strong magnetic clasp 

Round magnetic beads insert Twist magnetic 

beads with Block strong magnetic clasp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Round magnetic beads insert Rice magnetic beads 

with Grey strong magnetic clasp 

Round magnetic beads insert block magnetic 

beads with grey strong magnetic clasp 

   

Round magnetic beads insert Rice magnetic 

beads with Grey block strong magnetic clasp 

Round magnetic beads insert faced or twist 

magnetic beads + Grey strong magnetic clasp 
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Magnetic bracelet with strong magnetic clasp  

Ladies Magnetic bracelets, singles line, Wholesale CAD4.70 each, Retail $9.90 each. 

Doubles line, Wholesale CAD6.50 each, Retail $11.70 each. 

  
Round magnetic pearlized beads and Turqoise 

beads with grey strong magnetic clasp 

Round magnetic pearlized rice beads and  

dark red beads with grey strong magnetic clasp 

  

Double line of Rice magnetic beads and glass 

beads with grey strong magnetic clasp 

Twist magnetic beads and metal beads with 

grey strong magnetic clasp 

 
 

Double lines of Twist magnetic beads and glass 

beads with grey strong magnetic clasp 

Double lines of Round magnetic beads and cat 

eye beads with grey strong magnetic clasp 
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Magnetic bracelet with strong magnetic clasp  

(magnetic beads,600 Guass, magnetic clasps 3000 guass) 
Magnetic bracelets 2 lines with magnetic clasps, Wholesale CAD6.70 each, Retail $11.99 each. 

 
 

Double lines of magnetic beads insert green 

stone with black strong magnetic clasp 

Double lines of magnetic beads with black 

strong magnetic clasp 

 
 

Double lines of magnetic beads with grey strong 

magnetic clasp 

Double lines of magnetic beads with grey 

strong magnetic clasp 

  

Double lines of magnetic beads with grey strong 

magnetic clasp 

Double lines of magnetic beads with grey 

strong magnetic clasp 
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Magnetic bracelet with strong magnetic clasp  

(magnetic beads,600 Guass, magnetic clasps 3000 guass) 

Magnetic bracelets 3 lines with magnetic clasps, Wholesale CAD7.90 each, Retail $15.99 each. 

  

3 lines magnetic beads + strong magnetic clasp 3 lines magnetic beads + stone + strong magnetic clasp 

 

3 lines of magnetic beads insert colour glass beads with strong magnetic clasp 

Magnetic belt 2 Meters without clasp (semi-finished products) 

 
 

Magnetic belt 3 lines with 2 meters length  

Wholesale CAD22.00 each, Retail $37.90 each. 

Magnetic belt 3 lines 2 meters length insert tiger eye , 

Wholesale CAD27.90 each, Retail $47.90 each. 

  

Magnetic belt 4 lines 2 meters length insert vary kinds of colour cat eye ( 7 kinds of colour )  

Wholesale CAD27.90 each, Retail $47.90 each. 
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Magnetic bracelet with strong magnetic clasp  

(magnetic beads,600 Guass, magnetic clasps 3000 guass) 

Magnetic bracelets 4 lines with magnetic clasps, Wholesale CAD9.90 each, Retail $18.99 each. 

  
4 lines of magnetic beads insert tiger eye stone 

with Black strong magnetic clasp 

4 lines of magnetic beads with grey strong 

magnetic clasp 

 

 

4 lines of magnetic beads insert tiger eye stone with 

Black single strong magnetic clasp 

4 lines of magnetic beads insert stone with 

Black single strong magnetic clasp 

 

 

4 lines of magnetic beads insert green stone with Black sing strong magnetic clasp 
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Strong magnetic bracelet ( stringless magnetic bracelet )  

(magnetic beads 3000 Guass, Packing:Gift box.) 

Strong magnetic bracelet with 9 inch length, Wholesale CAD27.99 each, Retail $34.99 each. 

 

 

Strong magnetic bracelet by 4mm grey bar and gold rod Strong magnetic bracelet by 4mm bar 

 

 

Strong magnetic bracelet by 4mm grey bar and rod Strong magnetic bracelet by grey rod 
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Magnetic dangling earring 

Magnetic dangling earring, Wholesale CAD2.99 each, Retail $4.99 each 

 
 

Magnetic dangling earring with tube & star Dangling earring with magnetic pearlized beads 

  

Dangling earring with magnetic pearlized rice Magnetic dangling earring with heart & glass bead 

  

Magnetic dangling earring with ring Magnetic dangling earring with various style 
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Magnetic button earring 

Magnetic button earring black, Wholesale CAD2.49 each packet, Retail $3.99 each packet. 

  

Magnetic button earring Colour glimmer, Wholesale CAD2.99 each packet, Retail $4.99 each packet. 
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Magnetic necklace  

Magnetic necklace with strong magnetic clasp, Wholesale CAD7.99 each, Retail $14.99 each. 

(magnetic beads 600 ~1000Guass, strong magnetic clasps 3000 guass). 

 

 

 

 

 
Magnetic round and rice beads insert red glass cone beads with strong magnetic clasp 

 

Magnetic round and faced beads insert yellow or pink or blue glass cone beads with strong magnetic clasp 
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Magnetic warp chain 

Magnetic wrap chain 36" length, Wholesale CAD2.99 each, Retail $4.99 each. 

Magnetic wrap chain 40" length, Wholesale CAD3.29 each, Retail $5.59 each. 

Magnetic wrap chain 42" length, Wholesale CAD3.40 each, Retail $5.99 each. 

(Black super diamond 6*8mm magnetic beads, 1000Guass, inset various colour glass beads). 

  

  

    

40 inch green colour 40 inch coffee colour 40 inch sea blue colour 40 inch red colour 
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Magnetic warp chain 

(Black super diamond 6*8mm magnetic beads1000Guass, inset cloisonne beads). 

  

Magnetic wraps chain 40 inch with cloisonne beads, Wholesale CAD5.99 each, Retail $9.99 each. 

  

Magnetic wraps chain 42 inch with pearl beads, Wholesale CAD7.99 each, Retail $15.99 each. 

  

Magnetic wraps chain 40 inch with Colour magnetic beads, Wholesale CAD3.99 each, Retail $6.69 each. 

(Colour super diamond 6*8mm magnetic beads1000Guass, inset glass beads). 
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Magnetic insole with PVC  

Magnetic insole with PVC, Wholesale CAD2.99 each, Retail $4.99 each pair. 

with 10pcs or 12pcs magnetic beads,each magnet 1000 guass 

Size: Can be cut by scissors, Colour: Yellow , Red 
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Magnetic insole leather  

Magnetic insole with black leather, Wholesale CAD8.79 each, Retail $14.99 each pair. 

with about 46pcs magnetic beads, each magnet 1000 guass 
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Magnetic Waist Belt,  

Magnetic Waist Belt, Wholesale CAD11.99 each, Retail $19.99 each 

size:L,M,XL,XXL, Magnetic beads 1000 guass 

 

 

 


